Doped ceria is considered as an electrolyte for solid oxide fuel cell applications. The introduction of dopants in the ceria lattice will affect its electronic structure and, in turn, its ionic conductivity. Simulation of these issues using density functional theory becomes complicated by the random distribution of the constituent atoms. Here we use the generalized gradient approximation with on-site Coulomb interaction in conjunction with the special quasirandom structures method to investigate 18.75% and 25% Y, Gd, Sm, Pr, and La doped ceria. The calculated lattice constants and O migration energies allow us to explain the behavior of the conductivity as obtained in experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Research on solid oxide fuel cells and related devices is driven by the requirement for clean, sustainable, and efficient processes for energy conversion. [1] [2] [3] [4] To this aim, it is important to lower the operating temperature towards the intermediate temperature range (500
• C-700
• C) where issues such as materials degradation will be ameliorated. 5, 6 Presently, there are numerous candidate oxides which are considered for cathode and electrolyte applications for the next generation of intermediate temperature solid oxide fuel cells. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] In previous studies of reduced CeO 2 , 13 charge transport was demonstrated to be achieved by a hopping process of O vacancies and the related distortions. This mechanism is in agreement with the O defect model established by careful measurements of the electrical conductivity of reduced CeO 2 as a function of temperature and O 2 pressure in Ref. 14 . In order to improve the ionic conductivity, lower valence cations are doped into CeO 2 to increase the O vacancy concentration. Fluorite-structured solid solutions, such as Ce 1−x M x O 2−x/2 and Zr 1−x M x O 2−x/2 (where M is a rare-earth ion), are very good O conducting electrolytes. 15 Ce 1−x M x O 2−x/2 is particularly important as it has a sufficiently high ionic conductivity and therefore is one of the most promising materials to be integrated in intermediate temperature solid oxide fuel cells. 16 Operation at such temperatures will allow for the integration of low chromium steels, which in turn will reduce cathode degradation from chromium poisoning. 17 Domain boundaries can impact O diffusion in electrolyte materials of solid oxide fuel cells. However, these issues cannot be realistically represented using density functional as they would lead to an enormous computational complexity. Still, it is very fruitful to investigate the O diffusion in single crystals, which can be achieved within density functional theory.
Previous computational studies on Ce 1−x M x O 2−x/2 have focused on the influence of composition and external parama) Email: udo.schwingenschlogl@kaust.edu.sa. Tel.: +966(0)544700080. eters (for example, strain) on the O diffusion. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Andersson and co-workers have investigated the O migration and the vacancy-dopant association for low dopant concentrations. 23 Similar concentrations have been studied by Nakayama and co-workers. 24 The aim of the present work is to understand the impact of dopants on the electronic structure and ionic conductivity for technologically relevant dopant concentrations. We therefore address 18.75% and 25% Y, Gd, Sm, Pr, and La doped ceria, which corresponds to 9% and 12% M 2 O 3 doping. The cerium oxide phase diagram 25 suggests that the compound forms ordered lattices at high temperature. For the O vacancy concentrations employed in the present study it still has the fluorite structure.
II. METHODOLOGY
All the calculations are performed by the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package. 26 The exchange correlation is treated in the generalized gradient approximation (PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof parameterization 27 ). The energy cutoff for the plane wave basis set is 400 eV and pseudopotentials generated by the projector augmented wave method 28 [30] [31] [32] [33] In this study, we therefore choose U = 5 eV and J = 0 eV. 34 Spin polarized calculations are performed to be consistent with experimental findings 35, 36 and experimental lattice constants of 5.413 Å, 5.423 Å, 5.431 Å, 5.422 Å, 5.476 Å, and 5.411 Å are taken from Y, 37 Gd, 38 Sm, 39 Pr, 40 and smaller than 0.01 eV/Å. The nudged elastic band method 41, 42 is applied to calculate the O migration energies. Five images are generated between the relaxed initial and final images. The total energy differences between the saddle point and the initial/final images are taken as the O migration barriers. Modeling bulk CeO 2 is straightforward with density functional theory as one only needs to take a unit cell and impose periodic boundary conditions. For systems which display atomic disorder and/or where the introduction of dopants induces the formation of O vacancies the situation is more complicated. However, these issues can be overcome by the special quasirandom structures approach, which makes it possible to adequately mimic the statistics of a random alloy in a small supercell. [43] [44] [45] The atomistic nature of the special quasirandom structure approach ensures that the distribution of distinct local environments present in real random alloys is maintained. We note that special quasirandom structures are not the lowest energy structures, but in our case about 0.02 eV per formula unit higher in energy. However, since typical operation temperatures are around 600
• C, special quasirandom structures are appropriate for a correct description of the physics. For Ce 26 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The optimized structure parameters resulting from our calculations are shown in Table I 35, 36 is also very weak. The total density of states (DOS) is addressed in Fig. 1 
eV are dominated by the Ce 4f orbitals. Moreover, the bandgap is determined by the top of the O 2p group of states and the bottom of the empty Ce 4f states. We find that the bandgap of Ce 24 M 8 O 60 is slightly reduced by the fact that Ce 4f states expand below 2 eV, as highlighted by the arrow in Fig. 1(b) , due to the structural relaxation. The calculated bandgaps are summarized in Table II. In Figure 3 shows the average M d DOSs in both compositions. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) are similar except that the former reveals stronger peaks around −2.5 eV, which is due to the fact that Ce 26 M 6 O 61 is less distorted and disordered than Ce 24 Gd 8 O 60 . The Gd 5d DOS is higher than that of La, Pr, and Sm, because Gd has the largest electronegativity.
To investigate the effects on the ionic conductivity for different dopants, the O migration energy in Ce 26 M 6 O 61 is calculated by the nudged elastic band method. The O diffusion directions are sketched in Fig. 4 . PATH 1 corresponds to an O atom with two dopant neighbors which moves to the adjacent vacancy site. PATH 2 is for an O atom which has no dopant nearest neighbor. The total energies of the images along PATH 1 and PATH 2 with respect to the energy of the initial image are plotted in Fig. 5(a) . The curves reflect the symmetry with respect to the saddle point. For PATH 1(a), La doping turns out to have the largest barrier of 0.98 eV and Y the smallest of 0.57 eV. On this path the O atom moves over one dopant atom and breaks the bond with the other dopant atom. Therefore, the energy barrier is affected by both factors. Comparing the 5d states of Gd, Sm, Pr, and La in Fig. 3(a) , we observe that the Gd DOS is enhanced as compared to the other dopants, where the La DOS is the smallest. The DOS indicates that Gd keeps more elec- trons than the other dopants in the M−O bonds. Considering the electronegativities of the dopants, Gd (1.2) has a stronger tendency to attract electrons than Sm (1.17), Pr (1.13), and La (1.1). Hence, the Gd ionic bonds with O are weaker than for other dopants, where La forms the strongest bonds. The 4d orbitals of Y are more localized than the 5d orbitals of the other dopants so that they overlap less with the O 2p orbitals. Thus, the Y−O bonds are weaker than the bonds involving 5d orbitals. On the other hand, La has a larger ionic radius (1.300 Å) than to Pr (1.266 Å), Sm (1.219 Å), and Gd (1.193 Å) . 47 This explains the trend which we obtain for the O migration barriers for PATH 1(a), see the curve is large because the ionic radius and bond strength act in a cooperative manner.
For PATH 1(b) the migration barriers increase from Y to La because the ionic radius becomes larger. PATH 2(a) goes via Ce and not via a dopant so that the barriers are not affected by the ionic radius directly but rather by the induced structural distortion. On PATH 2(b) the O atom moves over Ce and breaks the bond with the dopant. As a consequence, the calculated values for the energy barrier reflect the strengths of the different M−O bonds, as discussed above.
Experiments for Ce 0.2 M 0.8 O 2−δ demonstrate that under the same experimental conditions La doping yields a worse conductivity than Y doping 37 and that Sm doping is less favorable than Gd doping. 39 Gd and Sm doped ceria both show a larger O conductivity than Y doped ceria. 48, 49 In Table III this conductivity order is also indicated by the experimental activation energies. Note that only values from the same reference can be safely compared. In addition, our O migration barriers are in reasonable agreement with previous results 23, [50] [51] [52] based on density functional theory. In general, the conductivity in doped ceria is mainly an ionic conductivity and therefore not only affected by O vacancies but also by the distortion of the crystal lattice. 53 The closer the structure is related to the pure CeO 2 lattice, the better will be the ionic conductivity of the system. The activation energies derived experimentally by the Arrhenius equation include all the factors influencing the conductivity, in particular, the lattice distortion and O migration barriers.
As compared to the optimized lattice constant of 5.552 Å of pure CeO 2 , our results show that Ce 26 La 6 O 61 is subject to a significant lattice distortion as well as a higher O migration barrier than other doping cases. Taking into account the results of Sm and Gd doping, the outcome of our calculations agrees with the experimental finding that La has the worst and Gd the best impact on the conductivity of Ce 0.2 M 0.8 O 2−δ . No experimental result is reported which would directly compare Ce 0.2 Pr 0.8 O 2−δ to other single doping systems. However, we may conclude that Ce 0.2 Pr 0.8 O 2−δ is better than La doping and worse than Sm doping for the ionic conductivity, according to the lattice constants and migration energies. Y doping has not been included in the discussion of the 5d elements before, because this 4d element shows distinct differences in its behavior due to the more localized nature of the electronic states. The experiments indicate that Y doped ceria has a lower conductivity than found for Gd and Sm doping. In our calculation the O migration barrier is lower. However, this is not a contradiction to experiment, because the vacancy-dopant association energy is higher than for the other dopants.
IV. CONCLUSION
Spin polarized ab initio calculations have been performed for special quasirandom structures of Ce 26 M 6 O 61 and Ce 24 M 8 O 60 to describe M doping levels 18.75% and 25% in CeO 2 . The fully optimized structures indicate enhanced distortions for increasing concentrations of dopants and O vacancies. Importantly, these distortions cause the bottom of the empty Ce 4f states to appear at lower energy. As a result, the bandgap slightly decreases. Comparing to an O atom without dopant next to it, the O 2p orbitals are affected by neighboring dopants to contribute more states around the Fermi energy.
It is revealed that the O migration energy is influenced by the ionic radius of the dopants as well as the M−O bond strength. The conductivity order for different dopants in CeO 2 (except for Y) derived from the calculated lattice constants and O migration barriers agrees with the experiment.
